Three different batches commencing on Sundays, July 5th, 12th and 26th, (10:30 - 12:30 hrs). Join & choose your preferred time slot with fellow practitioners for subsequent sessions!

To enroll, contact:
+91 98450 42599
+91 98450 06998
WWW.DRMOONS.NET
WHAT?
NLP stands for Neuro-Linguistic Programming. Learning NLP is learning the language and mastering your own mind!

WHY?
NLP not only helps in one mastering self, and also builds meaningful relationships and excel in various fields - be it Business, Work, Studies, Teaching, Sports et al.

HOW?
You will learn to communicate with Yourself, to be Successful, to manage stress & be Happy! Alongwith achieving state of Excellence in whatever you do. You will also learn to communicate with others for success and acquire desired behavior for building meaningful relationships. This program will enable you to manage people successfully and efficiently help others in their journey.

WHO?
CEOs, Entrepreneurs, Business Owners, Independent Professionals, Consultants, Managers, Trainers, Teachers, Homemakers, Aspiring job seekers, Students et al.

ENROLL NOW AT WWW.DRMOONS.NET
ABUT

Built & nurtured Performance based culture and Leadership with happiness quotient

Certified Trained in Core Transformation, IEMT, Metaphors of Movements

Certified Trained for Straight Talk – Absolute Honesty by Bob Philips

ENROLL NOW AT WWW.DRMOONS.NET